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What are Cognitive Care kits?
Cognitive Care Kits are now available through this library as a
unique and innovative resource for individuals living with
dementia and/or other forms of cognitive loss. The kits are filled
with a variety of books and activities that are designed to set the
user up for success. Care partners are asked to select activities
based on interests, skills and abilities of the person with
dementia. These kits have been developed based on research
that focuses on enabling abilities and engaging people in
activities that are aimed at stimulating the brain and fostering
social connection with others.

What is in the kit?

How do you use the items in the kit?

Each kit is filled with a variety
of different resources that
have been developed for
people living with dementia
and/or other forms of cognitive
loss. For example, there are
large print books, conversation
prompts
and
laminated
workbooks with trivia, math
and
spelling
challenges,
games, colouring pages, and
so much more.

Use DementiAbility's WOW Model to determine "What to
do - what to select from the box". Ask yourself "Who was
this person, who is he/she now?" Then use your observations
about needs, interests, skills and abilities to select activities.
When you introduce an activity ask, "Would you like to . . .
(e.g. - "read this book")? Or consider asking for the person's
input, using the words , "Would you like to do this or this?"
Avoid using words such as "Could you" or "Can you".
People with dementia have learned they fail, and may
automatically say "No". The words "Would you" will clearly
seek their opinion, rather than asking about their ability.
Use your observations to determine if the activity needs to be
simplified - or made more difficult. Modify as needed.
Praise the person. Words such as "Well done", "Good job"
and "Thank you" contribute to successful outcomes. Redefine
how you measure success. For example, when they do trivia,
math or spelling, consider saying "Well done" each time they
select an answer, even if the answer is wrong.
Create a routine. Select days and times for the person to
engage in the activities. This adds predictability and
something to look forward to.

Note:
Before you begin using the
kits, it is recommended that
you use the "Reading Screen"
to determine whether the
individual is still able to see
and able to read.
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DementiAbility has created a number of large print, easy-to-read resources for people living with
dementia and other forms of visual and/or cognitive loss. A variety of these resources are
included in the Cognitive Kits. You might be surprised to find out that the person in your care can
still read. Be sure to use the "Reading Screen" to determine if the person can read and size of
font require.

Carry on Reading . . .

Our Cognitive Care Kits include large-print, easyto-read, adult-friendly books that take the
interests, skills and abilities of individuals living
with dementia into account. Tips for engaging
with these large print books include the following:
Select a book that is of interest to the person,
with a font size that can be clearly seen.
Ask, "Would you like to read . . .?"
Read with the person. Take turns and prompt
as needed. Then, consider leaving the person
with books to read on his/her own.
Discuss interesting content. This stimulates the brain and connects the person socially.
Provide encouragement and praise, using words such as, "Well done! Good for you".
Encourage others to read with this person - in person or via technology (e.g. - Zoom)
Consider setting up a book club. Some of the kits have multiple copies of one book. Why?
Because following along is more engaging than just listening. Thus, each person should have
a copy of the book.

Work it! (The brain that is!)
The laminated "Work It" series includes spelling sheets, trivia and math . These resources have some pages
that are more difficult than others, thus providing opportunities to set individuals living with dementia up for
success. Begin with the easier pages, and then move to the more difficult pages if you think they are connected
to the person's abilities. The trivia questions and spelling sheets focus on "selecting" an answer. Regardless of
whether the answer is right or wrong, you could respond with "Well done!" The goal is to engage the person in
activities that stimulate the brain. The focus is on the engagement - enabling abilities -- not on selecting an
answer that we would consider to be "correct". You will need a dry erase marker and a damp cloth (to erase the
answers after each page has been completed).
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Let's Chat . . .
Our Cognitive Care Kits also include conversation starters in the
form of questions (available in the "Let's Chat" books) and
colourful cards that focus on looking at pictures and exploring
images and reminiscing. Use the WOW Model to guide your
decisions about what types of materials and questions to use.
The Look at This and Reminisce is well suited to those in the later
stages of dementia, but may also be fun for those in any stage.
How do you use these resources?
When using the Let's Chat books, select questions that you
believe will stimulate discussions and memories.
Some
questions may require your help, others may not. Fill in details
as needed, but caution against jumping in with facts before the
person has a chance to answer independently. Many questions
will seek opinions. The goal is to stimulate conversation and
open up the memory bank.
When using "Look at This and Reminisce" cards, select cards that connect to both
interests and abilities, and then explore some of the other cards. You might be surprised to
discover that some topics are of interest now, but may not have been in the past.

Creative Arts
Engaging in the creative arts benefits people of all ages, including people living with dementia. The colouring
pages included in the Cognitive Care Kits have been designed to eliminate the frustration many have when
they "go outside the lines" of the image(s) on the page. To begin, select a page to colour based on the
interests and abilities of the person involved. Consider:
The types of colouring tools that are best suited to the abilities of the person doing the art work. For
example, many like the bright colours that are generated with markers, while others enjoy the creativity
that comes with using water paints.
Think outside the box. Some people create art - people and shapes - inside the spaces provided in the
images on the page. Get creative.
Turn the activity into something purposeful. Some people may not agree to engage in "colouring", but
they may agree to create a piece of art that will be framed and put on a wall or given to someone special.
Be sure to offer positive feedback.
Enjoy!
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Other
Sorting games, matching games, word-building games and puzzles are also included. They have
been designed to maintain, or even enhance, gross and fine motor skills AND keep the brain
engaged and active. It is important to praise any attempt at helping with these activities, no matter
the result.
·
Present the game as an exercise in teamwork. Ask for help in solving the puzzle or sorting the
item.
· Prepare the task by putting matching items close together, so they are easy to recognize.
· Increase game difficulty based on observations. If it is possible to make the activity harder, give
it a try and see what happens.
·
Unstructured word-building or matching games allow each person to approach the game
differently. Show interest in your partner’s work and ask why he/she has sorted or matched the
pieces that way.
·
Use phrases like “thank you for helping me find that piece,” or “I’m so happy we can work
together to solve this puzzle.”
Picture Books are a beautiful resource for stimulating memories and starting conversations.
·
Leaf through a book together discussing the pictures. Watch for, and respond to, the
person's reactions.
·
Start conversations about the pictures with statements such as, “This reminds me of the
beach we used to walk on as kids,” or “I love this shade of blue. Would you eat a cupcake that
was this shade of blue?”
Household tasks. Find as many ways as you can to engage people living with dementia . Ask
for help with things like:
·
Folding towels
·
Setting the table
·
Sorting and matching socks
·
Organizing tools (kitchen, shop, etc.)

In closing . . .

Build on your successes!
Modify what
needs to be
adapted . . .
repeat what
works!

Success comes in all shapes and sizes!

Enjoy!
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